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Hand Middle School
Summer 2020-2021
Grades 6th – 8th
To encourage authentic and engaging summer
reading this year, your summer reading will be
entirely your choice as far as texts selected.

The purpose of our summer reading program is to provide students the
opportunity to unplug from their busy worlds and find the joy in a good book.
While we want students to improve their vocabulary and comprehension, we hope
that parents will partner with us and make reading a regular part of their lives in
their households.
When you return to school in August, turn in your Scholastic Reading Log and Reading
Assignment. Your English teacher will award you credit for your efforts.
Due Date: The Tuesday after Labor Day!

Independent Summer Reading Assignment-Complete this task for ONE text.
Name: _____________________________________ Title of text: ____________________________
Author: ____________________________________ Copyright Date: _________________________
Genre: (circle one)

Science Fiction

Mystery

Fantasy

Adventure

Realistic Fiction

Biography

Thriller

Historical Fiction
Other _____________

Total number of pages in text _____
Why did you choose this text?
___ liked Cover

___interesting Title

___ recommended by a friend

___read other by the same author

___genre

___recommended by an adult ___ other __________________

How do you think this text fits with your reading abilities?
___ Easy to read

___Just Right

___ A challenge!

Explain your choice to the above question.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
What text have you enjoyed the most in school? Why?__________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Double Entry Journal

Quote (section of text) directly from the text

Page

Comment about your text. Explain why you found the

that you feel have significance (importance):

Numbers

passage significant.

Write Down anything you found challenging

Page

Explain why you chose this passage: Analyze it.

or different: any image or idea or the

Number

You can also try explain confusion.

1.

2.

3.

wording of a passage. You can also write

Write your own question(s). You do not have to answer the

down any parts you do not understand or

questions, just try to figure out what the questions are or

parts you have questions or problems with.

challenge the point being made: Argue.

1.

2.

